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A rain garden is a garden of native shrubs, perennials and flowers planted in a small depression, which is generally.
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See more ideas about Rain garden, Water management and Landscape architecture. Storm water design we could do some pretty "pathways" for the stormwater to move around below and sink slow and spread into the landscape after it fills the tanks. We definately need to get more creative with our recycled water from the heat pump.
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Rain gardens encompass all possible elements that can be used to capture, channel, divert and make the most of the rain and snow that fall on a property. This work on sustainable water management schemes includes solutions for small and large-scale implementations and utilizing research with state-of-the-art case studies from all over the world. Full Rain Gardens: Bringing Water to Life in the Designed Landscape. ISBN. 0881928267 (ISBN13: 9780881928266).